ENTERPRISE TIME AND
EXPENSE TRACKING SOFTWARE

Journyx Reportlink
Dynamic Graphical Reporting for Powerful Data Analysis
Journyx Reportlink™ provides a method for automatically connecting your Journyx data to Microsoft Excel® and
Power BI® for full custom reporting. Reportlink provides Journyx data for pivot and Power BI reports so that the
reports can be updated with real-time data with the click of a button. Reportlink for Excel also includes an add-on
that you install for ribbon menu access to link your Journyx site to Excel.

Powerful Data Analysis
For those times when the built-in Journyx reporting engine just isn’t
enough, Reportlink gives you the ability to more deeply analyze your time,
expense and resource data. With Reportlink, you will gain quicker insight
into project status, budget performance and profitability. Reportlink gives
you access to the endless reporting abilities in Excel and Power BI allowing you to satisfy any of your reporting needs. With an impressive
variety of data visuals and multi-dimensional reports types, you can gain
important insights quickly.

Intuitive and Easy to Use
Reportlink syncs dynamically from Journyx to Excel or Power BI making reporting
intuitive, quick and real-time. Because Reportlink works seamlessly with Excel,
you likely already have all the knowledge and training you need to analyze data
and create detailed reports. Power BI requires initial set up of Journyx as a web
data source, but syncing data is automatic after the connection has been
created.

Easily Customize and Share Reports
Reportlink is much, much more than a simple data export. Once configured,
you can easily create templates, sync your Journyx data, and save the results
as sharable Excel or Power BI files that can be tailored to Journyx user
specific settings. All Journyx data access permissions and security is enforced
based on the user who is refreshing the data in the report template.

Journyx Reportlink is available for current versions of Journyx and Journyx PX. For more information about
Reportlink or to schedule a demonstration, please contact a sales representative at 1-800-755-9878 or send email to
sales@journyx.com.
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